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SUBJECT OF THE CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY 

Crimes against the property is one of the widespread and 

dangerous groups of criminal activities, because it move in property law. 

Property rights protection has special nation wide scale because 

economic independence of property is political, national and religious 

basis of liberty. Economic system stability and rise in living standards 

depend on normal operations of basic systems. 

The subject under classification crimes against property has 

important_significance; it consist of another property, which have value 

and it isn’t belong to guilty person (e.g. things - movable and 
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landed), funds, valuable metals etc.) and right to property and property 

activities, electric and heating energy. 

Property is things of material world, which have specific physical, 

economical and juridical characters. For example, funds, valuable assets, 

personal effects, household appliances etc. 

These items can remove, assign, consume, damage, destroy which 

are the physical characteristics of the property (human as a natural person 

cannot be the subject of crimes against property, and therefore theft or 

other misappropriation should qualify by the relevant articles of sections 

3 or twentieth Special part of the criminal code). 

Economic features of the property: 

To have exchange and use value 

To be separated from the natural environment or be re-created 

To be able to meet the needs of the individual and society. 

Legal features of property: 

To be a stranger to the perpetrator 

To belong by right of ownership to another entity the right of 

ownership 

Not apply to the subjects of crimes, responsibility for which is 

provided in other sections of the criminal code 

Stranger property is property that are not owned or legally held 

guilty. 

It should be noted that the cost of someone else's property, as a 

subject of crimes against property, is the criterion of differentiation of the 

criminal offense property theft from petty theft of such property. 

People have different abundance in our time. In my opinion, it 

happens because of the resources lack committed crimes against 

property. 
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